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Inherent Limitations
The Services provided are advisory in nature and do not constitute an assurance engagement in accordance with International Standards on
Review or Assurance Engagements or any form of audit under International Standards on Auditing, and consequently no opinions or conclusions
intended to convey assurance under these standards are expressed.
Because of the inherent limitations of any internal control structure, it is possible that errors or irregularities may occur and not be detected. The
matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of performing our procedures and are not necessarily a
comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or improvements that might be made.
Our work is performed on a sample basis; we cannot, in practice, examine every activity and procedure, nor can we be a substitute for
management’s responsibility to maintain adequate controls over all levels of operations and their responsibility to prevent and detect
irregularities, including fraud.
Any projection of the evaluation of the control procedures to future periods is subject to the risk that the systems may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with them may deteriorate.
Recommendations and suggestions for improvement should be assessed by management for their full commercial impact before they are
implemented.
We believe that the statements made in this report are accurate, but no warranty of completeness, accuracy, or reliability is given in relation to the
statements and representations made by, and the information and documentation provided by the Government of the Democratic Republic of
Timor-Leste personnel. We have not attempted to verify these sources independently unless otherwise noted within the report.
Limitation of Use
This report is intended solely for the information and internal use of the Government of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste, in accordance
with Amendment 7 to Contract numbered RDTL-900001 of 26 March 2009, additionally we understand that this will be made available made to
the National Parliament and is not intended to be and should not be used by any other person or entity. No other person or entity is entitled to rely,
in any manner, or for any purpose, on this report. We do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Government of the
Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste and the National Parliament for our work, for this report, or for any reliance which may be placed on this
report by any party other than the Government of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste.
Confidential - this document and the information contained in it are confidential and should not be used or disclosed in any way without our prior
consent.
© 2012 Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu. All rights reserved.
Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.
Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
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1.

Executive Summary
1.1

Background

Historically the Ministry of Finance (MoF), through the agency of the Central Procurement Unit, was
responsible for the planning and management of major contracts. This was changed in February
2010 with the enacting of Decree Law 1/2010 that vested this responsibility in the Procurement
Technical Secretariat (STA) of the Vice Prime Minister’s Office. This was part of a Government
initiative to decentralise procurement to the Ministries but proved unsuccessful due to capacity
constraints in the STA. The STA was abolished and replaced by temporary measures until the
National Procurement Commission was established under Decree Law 14/2011 in February 2011.
The National Procurement Commission remains in existence but has been bolstered considerably
through further Decree Laws and the establishment of chartered agencies to oversee specific areas
of procurement. To complement this approach the MoF developed Best Practice Guidelines in an
effort to improve and clarify procurement processes across all Ministries in the Government. As the
process of decentralisation continues there is a need to specifically examine the effectiveness of the
procurement reform agenda and the processes that have been adopted by Ministries in the
Government.
The purpose of this examination is to assist the Government in gaining an understanding of the
procurement systems and processes in place throughout the various Ministries within the
Government. By extension this examination will also focus on the alignment and conformity of the
existing system with the requirements of the Decree Law and the Best Practice Guidelines that have
been promulgated by the Government to support these efforts. This specific review will focus on the
processes and procedures that exist in the National Parliament.

1.2 Scope and Objectives
The Ministry of Finance requested that we:


Examine procurement procedures and internal controls for the National Parliament



Inspect the National Parliament’s compliance with Decree Law and Best Practice Guideline
procedures through examination of procurement supporting documentation on a sample basis for
the period 1 January 2009 to 30 June 2011



Prepare a report of findings and recommendations

1.3 Approach to engagement
The approach to this engagement primarily entailed examination of procurement documentation and
interviewing key stakeholders to obtain their perspectives on the procurement process. The
objective being to critically analyse procurement procedures and internal controls in the National
Parliament both to assess their effectiveness as well as their compliance with Decree Laws and the
Best Practice Guides.
The framework for the analysis was to examine the elements of organisational architecture that
support the procurement process – notably structure, systems and people. The following diagram
provides an overview of what those components are and how they fit together:
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Figure 1. Organisational capability testing framework

The elements of the procurement environment are complementary and need to align for the
procurement system to function correctly. For example, if the structure and systems are in place but
the staff lacks the appropriate aptitude, skills and knowledge of the procurement system to fully
utilise its capability, the system will be dysfunctional.

1.4 Key Findings and Recommendations
There are a number of key issues affecting the performance of the Division for Planning, Finance
and Procurement (DIPFA) in the National Parliament. The detailed findings and recommendations
are included in Section 2. The key findings and recommendations are:

1.4.1 Systems
1.4.1.1 Procurement procedures & internal controls
There are a number of deficiencies in the procurement procedures and internal controls including
instances where:
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Three quotations not obtained for purchases between $5,000 and $100,000
Purchase orders were created after the invoice date
Purchase orders created after the signing of contracts
Purchase requisitions were prepared without a purchase requisition number
There were instances where no evidence was provided for the receipt of goods and
services
The payment request and subsequent remittance payment to the supplier did not match the
invoice amount
There was missing supporting documentation for the procurement process
The widespread and inappropriate use of the “Commitment Only” process has resulted in
the standard approvals process being avoided and large volumes of goods and services
being directly awarded without sufficient justification
The use of expired central procurement contracts has resulted in the National Parliament
relying upon expired contracts with an incorrect counterparty. This has also contributed to
the direct awarding of purchased goods and services
The quality of contracts is assessed as poor with wide ranging issues including missing or
inadequate terms, conditions and annexures
There is no established and effective contract management
Procurement Conduct Checklists were not used in the procurement process
4
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Contracts were directly awarded without sufficient justification in contravention of Decree
Law

Recommendation
It is recommended that DIPFA in the National Parliament implement standard operating procedures
that regulate procurement processes at the functional level.
While some direction is provided by the Decree Law and the Best Practice Guides in providing a
strategic overview, specific directives on the procedures to be followed are to be created and made
available in DIPFA in the National Parliament.

1.4.1.2 Non Compliance with Decree Law
There were instances where DIPFA in the National Parliament did not comply with the Decree Law
in the following instances:







There was no Supplier Registry prepared in accordance with Decree Law
There is no notification available to confirm that the accreditation process for the Ministry
required in the Decree Law and the complementary Best Practice 10: Decentralisation and
Accreditation has been followed
There was no Procurement Plan prepared in accordance with Decree Law
Contracts appear to have been split to avoid the tendering obligations under the Decree Law
Tenders were not published in accordance with the Decree Law
There was no formal process for managing procurement performance

Recommendation
There are a number of steps that can be taken by DIPFA in the National Parliament to resolve issues
of non-compliance with Decree Law and the Best Practice Guides. These actions include:


Create and maintain a Suppliers Registry.



DIPFA should access the registry administered by the National Director of Registry and
Notary in the Ministry of Justice to reduce the risk that when assessing quotes or tenders
there is no evidence of beneficial ownership by one party in separate supplier submissions.



The Ministry should request the level of accreditation appropriate for the respective needs
from the MoF.



DIPFA should provide the Procurement Plan required by the Ministry of Finance as
mandated by Decree Law 10/2005.



DIPFA should provide the Compliance Report to the Ministry of Finance as required as part
of the Annual Procurement Report submission.



An extension of the above is to create a more effective performance management system
based on the SMART criteria (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound).
The performance management system should be designed to ensure predictable goal
achievement. It should possess the three essential features:
1. The goals against which performance is measured
2. The ability to measure performance
3. The ability to correct deviations.
Commonly used approaches include the Balanced Scorecard encompassing financial,
internal business, customer and innovation and learning measures.



The tender requirements articulated within the Decree Law must be abided by
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The direct award of contracts should only be applied in circumstances strictly permitted by
the Decree Law.

1.4.1.3 Other Compliance issues
There are several recommendations in relation to other compliance issues. These include:


DIPFA should access or create standardised documentation to support their procurement
activities. There is some standardised documentation but this should be reconciled against
the objectives of DIPFA to ensure that it is both effective and complete.



Significant items bought in volume by line ministries such as vehicle, fuel and travel should
be procured centrally to exploit the advantages of volume discounts available.

1.4.2 Organizational Structure
1.4.2.1 Roles & responsibilities
There were several issues identified in the examination of structure and human resource
management systems in DIPFA. These include:


The procurement operations are currently being handled by both the Procurement
Department and the Department of Planning and Finance. It is recommended that all
matters pertaining to procurement be handled by the procurement department. This will
ensure greater accountability and the roles and responsibilities of those involved can be
structured to suit the discrete requirements of the Procurement Department.



There are no position descriptions for staff in DIPFA. The Position Descriptions describe the
essential characteristics of the role such as the reporting lines involved, the task to be
performed in the position and the minimum requirements needed to perform the role.

1.4.3 People Management
1.4.3.1 Staffing levels
Deloitte’s examination of the level of transactional activity and staffing levels indicate that there
appears to be sufficient staff to meet the demands of the department. It should be noted the
procurement activity appears low due to the high volume of “Commitment Only” transactions being
undertaken outside of the Procurement Department (refer to paragraph 2.1.4.1 for further
discussions on this issue).

1.4.3.2 Aptitude & training
The level of experience of the Procurement staff appears to meet the required levels of experience
noted in other line ministries. A more suitable assessment would have been to compare the existing
requirements within each Position Description for each member of staff to the levels attained.
However, no position descriptions exist and this could not be performed.
Furthermore, there are several recommendations in relation to training that should be adopted.
These include:


Instituting more effective training tailored to the requirements of DIPFA.



It was noted that all staff attended the 21 Day Procurement Cycle Course. However, no
procurement staff attended for the complete 21 days of the course. It is recommended that
staff attend the courses on offer in full to ensure that consistent information is made
available to members and team members can have greater access to learning the skills
necessary for their roles.
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Improving the training development apparatus for staff to ensure that individual staff
members are monitored and the training required is delivered.



The commissioning of a better accreditation system to complement the above and provide a
formal basis for continuing professional development of staff.



Adopting a people management strategy that focuses on productivity and embraces,
amongst other elements, selection based on current skills and knowledge.

1.5 Follow up on recommendations
Due to the critical importance of procurement to both the delivery of government services and the
development of Timor-Leste, a process should be implemented to monitor the progress of DIPFA in
the National Parliament in actioning these recommendations.

1.6 Acknowledgement
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the management and staff of the National Parliament
and the Ministry of Finance for their co-operation and assistance during the course of this
examination.

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
July 2012
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2.

Detailed Findings and Observations
2.1 Procurement procedures & internal controls
2.1.1 Purchase Order Preparation
2.1.1.1 Three quotations not obtained for purchases between $5,000 and $100,000
There is a requirement to obtain three quotations for purchases between $5,000 and $100,000
under Decree Law, Best Practice Guides and the Simplified Procedures. From the sample, the
following transaction was found to have not met this criterion during examination:

Table 1. Three quotes not obtained for purchases less than $100K

The consequence of a lack of adherence to the requirement to obtain three quotes is that the
National Parliament may fail to receive value for money in their procurement. This does not
necessarily mean that they adopt the cheapest quote but one that is based on a balance of price,
quality and surety of supply that best meets their purposes. Gaining one quote undermines this and
may lead to inferior procurement results.
The amended Decree Law 24/2008 Article 43 (the requirement also existed in Decree Law 1/2005
but the threshold for its application was only $50,000) requires three quotations for all purchases to
$100,000 to be obtained.

Recommendation
Evaluations of potential suppliers should be carried out for all purchases in accordance with the
Decree Law and Best Practise Guides to ensure that the best value for money is attained in terms of
price, quality and timeliness in deliveries. In this instance (for purchases less than $100,000) the
recommendation is to obtain three quotes in accordance with the Decree Law.

2.1.1.2 Purchase orders created after the invoice date
There were a number of cases noted where the purchase order was dated after the invoice
indicating the purchase order was created after invoicing had occurred. These purchase orders are
noted below:

Table 2. Purchase orders created after the invoice

The purchase order process establishes the National Parliament’s acceptance and authority to pay
an invoice. Actions that circumvent this can result in payments that have not been approved by the
National Parliament being paid. This has the potential to permit fraud or error.

Recommendation
Procurement should follow the established procedure. Purchase orders should be created and
approved prior to receipt of goods and services. The subsequent receipt of the goods and services
should be accompanied by goods receipt information such as Goods Receipt Note that should be
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reconciled to the original Purchase Order and original supplier invoice. Provided that all agree, the
Request for Payment can be lodged with the Ministry of Finance and the supplier paid.

2.1.1.3 Purchase order created after the signing of the contract
During our testing we found that for one instance a supplier contract was awarded and signed before
the purchase order were created. The details are as follows:
Vendor

CPV

Zenith Corporation 10003246

Amount

Contract award
date

Purchase Order
date

Item
Purchased

$191,500

27-April-2010

06-August-2010

Kobe House

Table 3. Purchase order created after contract signing

The purchase order process establishes the National Parliament’s acceptance and authority to pay
an invoice. Actions that circumvent this can result in payments that have not been approved by the
National Parliament being paid. This has the potential to permit fraud or error.

Recommendation
Procurement should follow the established procedure. Purchase orders should be created and
approved prior to receipt of goods and services. The subsequent receipt of the goods and services
should be accompanied by goods receipt information such as Goods Receipt Note that should be
reconciled to the original Purchase Order and original supplier invoice. Provided that all agree, the
Request for Payment can be lodged with the Ministry of Finance and the supplier paid.

2.1.2 Goods receipting
2.1.2.1 Incomplete Receiving & Inspection Report
We identified missing items on the Receiving & Inspection Reports for 2 transactions selected, which
were paid for and reflected on the respective invoices and purchase orders:

Table 4. Items missing on the Receiving & Inspection Report.

The significance of failing to inspect goods and ensure their receipt could result in the National
Parliament paying for items that it never received. Furthermore, this process is required to ensure
that the goods are inspected on receipt to ensure they are of a satisfactory standard.

Recommendation
Procurement should follow the established procedure. Purchase orders should be created and
approved prior to receipt of goods and services. The subsequent receipt of the goods and services
should be accompanied by goods receipt information such as Goods Receipt Note that should be
reconciled to the original Purchase Order and original supplier invoice. Provided that all agree, the
Request for Payment can be lodged with the Ministry of Finance and the supplier paid.
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2.1.2.2 Proof of delivery for travel
During our review it was determined that there are no contracts or proof of service delivery available
for any of the transactions selected regarding air travel. From the samples we tested, some
payments for air travel expenses were classified as “Commitment Only” (possessing no purchase
order and no vendor name in the Commitment-Obligation Report) while others were been paid but
no vendor name recorded.
There are several issues with this finding:
1. The proper approval processes are not being followed in the case of “Commitment Only”
purchases (refer to section 2.1.4.2 for further discussion).
2. The lack of vendor names on standard purchases results in a lack of transparency and an
increased likelihood of abuse.
3. There is the potential for misappropriation and abuse of the system without the provision of
some proof of delivery such as used tickets or an itinerary (although the latter is less
substantial as it can be changed or cancelled prior to receiving the service).

Recommendation
Procurement should follow the established procedure. Purchase orders should be created and
approved prior to receipt of goods and services. The subsequent receipt of the goods and services
should be accompanied by goods receipt information such as Goods Receipt Note, or in this case
the used tickets, that should be reconciled to the original Purchase Order and original supplier
invoice. Provided that all agree, the Request for Payment can be lodged with the Ministry of Finance
and the supplier paid.
.

2.1.3 Other purchasing issues
2.1.3.1 Missing supporting documentation
There was several samples noted where the supporting documentation for a selected transactions
could not be provided to us by DIPFA. These were as follows:

Table 5. Samples with missing supporting documentation

The retention of critical procurement information is essential for the proper functioning of
procurement controls. An absence of this information means that there is no mechanism to verify
that the correct procedures are being applied or assess the reasonableness of the payment. The
potential outcome of failing to apply these principles is fraud or error.
Refer to Appendix 6 for the process followed in order to try and obtain the FY 2009 documentation.

Recommendation
There is a requirement to obtain or create and retain all the necessary procurement documentation.
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2.1.3.2 Use of the Commitment Only purchasing mechanism
The use of the “Commitment Only” procurement approach is common in the procurement process
for the National Parliament. The table below illustrates the extent of the practice through providing
the volume of transactions undertaken through both “Commitment Only” and the prescribed
procurement methodology in the Decree Law and Best Practice Guides (“Standard Procurement”) in
the FY2010. The table is as follows:

Table 6. Number of transactions performed using the Standard and “Commitment Only” processes
Most of the “Commitment Only” disbursements are related to salaries, Per Diems and petty cash
payments. These will be paid by the Finance Officer to the intended parties after Treasury has
approved the preceding CPV and payment request.
There are systems for both payroll disbursements and procurement that are being underutilised or
avoided. This avoidance may be for reasons of expediency, a lack of knowledge or confidence in the
procurement or payroll systems or to take advantage of a weakness in the current systems. Table
and Graph A2-3 of Appendix 2 detail the extent of these “Commitment Only” purchases.
The issues arise through the misuse of the “Commitment Only” approach are as follows:
1. There is no purchase order created for the purchase of goods and services. This means
that the approval process for these acquisitions has been avoided.
2. These items are being direct awarded. For purchases in excess of $5,000 there is a need
to adopt a competitive process by the mechanisms provided for in the Decree Law and
included at Appendix 4 to this review.
3. The large volumes of cash payments ($253,509 in total for FY2010 for both petty cash and
cash advances) indicate that this approach is being overused. There does not appear to be
an effective acquittal process for these payments as the Commitment and Obligation
Report records these payments simply as cash payments. As a result no vendors are
recorded and the process for vendor selection cannot be readily understood. As a result
there is a high potential for misappropriation given the extent to which cash is being
handled.
4. There are substantial payments made using manual payments through the “Commitment
Only” process. This approach is substantially less controlled payment option than the
system that pays directly into a bank account. The manual system should only be used
where access to banks is limited such as the districts. The manual approach has the
potential for misappropriation given the difficulties associated with administering such a
system.
5. The Contingency Fund disbursements amount to 2% of the total “Commitment Only”
payments (this amounted to $79,000 in FY2010). The money is provided to either the
Director of Administration in the National Parliament or the Chief of Staff in the President’s
Office. The Director of Administration in the National Parliament will disburse the monies to
either the Prime Minister or the President of Parliament. The Chief of Staff takes receipt of
the funds for disbursement to the President of the Republic. There is no accounting for the
use these funds.
July 2012
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6. The approach is a violation of the Decree Law due both to the direct award nature of the
procurement and avoidance of the National Parliament’s obligations to undertake
procurement in accordance with the Decree Law.

Recommendation
The practice of using the “Commitment Only” approach for the purchase of goods and services and
the disbursement of payroll related monies should cease. In limited cases the payment of per diems
and salaries may be appropriately handled through this mechanism but under conditions of strict
control.
Deloitte recommends controls are instituted for the disbursement of contingency funds to senior
officers of the Republic.

2.1.3.3 Reliance on expired central procurement contracts
DIPFA continue to rely on the out dated fuel contracts with Aitula and Esperanca Timor Oan
previously managed by Central Procurement. These contracts have expired and should no longer be
relied upon.
There implication of these issues is twofold:
1. The current situation is that the contracts in use are both expired and made between the
Government of Timor Leste (whole government) and not the line ministry as the counter
party. As a result no existing legal and operative (extant) contract is in place. The National
Parliament should establish contracts with suppliers in accordance with the
decentralisation principles established in Decree Law 1/2010.
2. The National Parliament may be able, through a competitive tendering process, to obtain
significant advantages through the provision of discounts, volume rebates and other
preferred supplier arrangements.
3. These purchases are effectively being directly awarded and violating Decree Law.

Recommendation
DIPFA is required, under the decentralized procurement regime established under Decree Law, to
establish their own procurement arrangements with suppliers. In establishing these requirements
there is a need to acquire three quotes for transactions between $5,000 and $100,000 for one-off
procurement events or proceed to tender for amounts greater than this threshold that would
accommodate larger, longer term supply contracts.

2.1.3.4 Contract Quality
There are notable issues with the contracts observed during the examination of procurement
documentation for the National Parliament. The issues identified in one contract for the National
Parliament has been provided at Appendix 5 to this document. These issues (in the Appendix 5) are
restricted only to Clauses in the contract rather than elements that were not included in the contract
but could potentially have been included in the contract. The latter are extensively covered by the
“Checklist; 22 Commercial Principles for Procurement Contracts” in Best Practice Guide 6:
Establishing Contracts.
It appears that there are significant issues with the contracts in both what has been covered and the
terms of the contract that should have been included. While the standard of contract in this instance
was superior to some Ministries that have been observed in the review process, there remain
significant shortcomings.
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Recommendation
The standard of contracting should be improved to provide understandable terms and conditions for
contracts and adequately protect the interests of the government in their contractual arrangements.
The adoption of the Commercial Principles in Best Practice Guide 6: Establishing Contracts would
assist the Ministry to improve the standard of contracting presently being undertaken.

2.1.3.5 Contract Management
There are no established procedures, allocation of tasks or dedicated personnel to manage
contracts.
The framing of contracts should deliver the platform for the effective delivery of goods and services
but it must be managed or those anticipated benefits will not be achieved. Best Practice Guide 7:
Managing Contracts provides comprehensive guidance on all aspects of contract management and
administration.

Recommendation
There is a need to have contract management processes and dedicated personnel allocated to the
task of managing contracts. The Best Practice Guide 7: Managing Contracts provides extensive
guidance on the requirements for management process and this should be overseen by adequately
trained and experienced staff.

2.1.3.6 Procurement Conduct Checklists
The Best Practice Guide 3: Tender Processes & Documents recommends that Procurement
Departments use the Procurement Conduct Checklists in conduct of all tenders. An examination of
documentation indicates that the checklists are not being used.
The Procurement Conduct Checklist itemises each person and issue that will be relevant in the
tender process and in doing so is a valuable tool in ensuring that the process is conducted properly.

Recommendation
DIPFA in the National Parliament should use the Procurement Conduct Checklist in the development
of all tenders.

2.2 Compliance with Decree Law & Best Practice Guide Procedures
2.2.1 Non-compliance with Decree Law
2.2.1.1 Suppliers Registry
The Decree Law 10/2005 requires that adequate supplier records be maintained for Government
bodies involved in procurement. In the practical application of this requirement, DIPFA in the
National Parliament has not adopted any form of supplier registry.
The adoption of a Supplier Registry is critical to maintaining control over suppliers. In an absence of
this control there is scope for companies to fraudulently misrepresent themselves in the procurement
process or conceal participants that may have a conflict of interest.
Furthermore, it was noted that DIPFA in the National Parliament does not have access to a Directors
and Shareholders registry that would commonly be available through a corporate regulator in other
jurisdictions. This creates the potential for suppliers to create a number of corporate entities in which
to bid (thereby satisfying the requirement for three quotes for purchases less than $100K) but in
reality being one provider.

Recommendation
DIPFA in the National Parliament should institute a Supplier Registry as soon as is practicable.
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2.2.1.2 Accreditation Procedures Not Followed
Decree Law 24/2008 required that the each Ministry, as part of the decentralisation process,
undergo a process of accreditation. In this process each Ministry and their related entities was
required to request the Ministry of Finance for a level of accreditation appropriate to their needs. This
is supported by Best Practice Guide 10: Decentralisation and Accreditation.
The initial change was for the Ministry of Finance to allow procurement to level 2 ($250,000) across
all line Ministries. However, the discontinuing of the Procurement Technical Secretariat (STA)
prompted the Council of Ministers to amend (by Decree Law) that line ministries would be permitted
to procure to their budget. Subsequent changes in the Decree Law resulted in the creation of the
National Procurement Commission that controls expenditure in excess of $1M.
At issue is the situation where the accreditation requirements of the Decree Law and complementary
Best Practice 10 have not been followed. The numerous changes in Decree Law may have resulted
in some confusion.

Recommendation
The Ministry should request the level of accreditation appropriate for the respective needs from the
MoF.

2.2.1.3 Mandated Procurement Plan Requirements
The Decree Law 10/2005 Article 24 requires that an Annual Procurement Plan be prepared and
submitted to the Ministry of Finance. The Best Practice Guide 1: Procurement Planning provides
advice on how this is to be approached including the planned expenditure ranges that are required to
be reported on. These ranges are:







$1 - $50,000
$50,000 - $100,000
$100,000 - $250,000
$250,000 - $500,000
$500,000 - $1,000,000
$1,000,000 +

However, DIPFA in the National Parliament has interpreted this to mean they are required to submit
an annual budget. This submission is provided for the total planned spend only and not by the
procurement ranges required by the Best Practice Guide.

Recommendation
DIPFA in the National Parliament should prepare a procurement plan in accordance with the
planned expenditure ranges detailed in Best Practice Guide 1.

2.2.1.4 Tenders not published in accordance with Decree Law –Splitting of contract to avoid the
obligations of the Decree law
During the procurement review two instances were found where a contract was split into two
separate contracts. This may have been done in order to avoid the requirements of the Best Practice
guidelines and the Decree Law. Specifically, these two instances identified may have been split to
avoid the obligation under Decree Law to issue an International Public Tender. Their details are as
follows:
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1. Contract No. RDTL-PN-0002-B-A, awarded to Everson Network Supplier, Unipessoal Lda
for the supply of communication equipment worth US$348,116 in total. This tender was split
into two amounts (US$172,207 – Lot A & US$175,909 – Lot B) and issued as a National
Public Tender. It should be noted that this selection appeared as a single transaction on
the Commitment and Obligation Report of $348,116. Decree Law and Best Practice Guides
states that tender amounts greater than $250,000 for goods require that the tender be
issued as an International Public Tender (refer Appendix 4). The tender in question appears
to have been split to avoid this obligation.
2. In the other finding there were two selections made that were found to be connected.
Contract No.RDTL-96016 and RDTL-96017, were both awarded to Talimeta Unipessoal on
18/12/2009 (same date and company) for the supply of communication equipment worth
US$439,755 in total. Contract RDTL-96016 was for US$189,925 and RDTL-96017 was for
US$249,830. Both contracts were sole sourced without sufficient justification (refer section
2.2.1.7) and appear to have been structured to avoid the obligation to issue International
Public Tender.
According to the Decree Law and Best Practice guides, procurement for amount over USD$250,000
for goods and services procurement requires an International Public Tender. This may be a
significant breach of the Decree Law and Best Practice guide.

Recommendation
Contracts should not be split for the purpose of avoiding Decree Law obligations. The Decree Law
10/2005 Article 61 and Best Practice guide sets out the terms of each tender process and in which
case it should be followed. The thresholds to be applied can be viewed at Appendix 4.

2.2.1.5 Procurement performance management system
There is no formal process for reporting procurement performance against the governing legislative
instruments. Furthermore, there are no procedures or reporting for the identification of
non-compliance in the procurement system.
The Annual Procurement Report required under the Decree Law states that a Compliance Report be
included in the submission to the Ministry of Finance. This has not been performed.
The absence of a performance review process is limits the effectiveness of the procurement
process. Diagnostic systems measure and monitor Key Performance Indicators (KPI) on the
procurement system. Based on discussions with the MoF, there is an intention to remedy this
situation through the development of a report “Establishing Performance and Compliance Indicators
in Public Procurement in Timor-Leste” under the auspices of a World Bank IDF grant. Furthermore,
Deloitte understands that the World Bank will provide comments and the MoF will then roll out the
performance system to line ministries. The development of this approach is thoroughly endorsed and
will significantly address this existing shortfall.
The non-issue of the Compliance Report within the annual procurement reporting framework is a
violation of the Decree Law.

Recommendation
There are two recommendations relating to the performance reviews and non-compliance reporting:


A performance monitoring system requires implementation. This system requires KPIs to be
developed that benchmark against acceptable outcomes. This system needs to report
monthly and the consolidated annual results from part of the Compliance Report within the
Annual Procurement Report. The KPI reporting can be used for performance assessment of
procurement officers.



The Compliance Statement needs to be completed and included in the submission of the
Annual Procurement Report in accordance with the Decree Law.
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2.2.1.6 Direct Award without sufficient justification
There were three purchases observed in the examination that were undertaken using the Direct
Award provisions of the Decree Law (excepting those covered by the “Commitment Only” approach).
Decree Law 10/2010 Article 92 states that circumstances for using direct award (including
Emergency Procurement) must be accompanied by mandatory documentation. However, there were
a number of cases where no supporting documentation was provided to support using this provision.
Purchases 1 & 2:
The findings in this case relate to the issue identified at section 2.2.1.4 relating to the Contract
No.RDTL-96016 and RDTL-96017 that were both awarded to Talimeta Unipessoal. The purchases
involve the acquisition of sound systems for the National Parliament including the following items:







Central control panel and monitoring
Recording system with centralised control
Individual microphones
Headphones
Software
Other accessories

The range of products and the splitting of the contract identified as section 2.2.1.4 suggest that there
may have been an intent to override the procurement system. It lends credence to the view that the
rationale for using the Direct Award provisions may have been misused and this is further supported
by the nature of the products purchased that were unlikely to have collectively required immediate
replacement.
Purchase 3:
This purchase involved the purchase of a Kobe house (CPV No.10003245 for $191,500) that was
required for additional office space. This acquisition was performed under the Emergency Provisions
contained in Decree Law 10/2010 due to the overwhelming need for additional office space.
However, the first progress report occurred (on 20 Sep 2010) some five months after the contract
was awarded (27 April 2010). It appears that this could have been undertaken using the standard
procurement approach and that the urgency may have been overstated based on the time it took to
construct the office.
When direct award cases are processed without the required documentation, or when the
justifications do not satisfy the requirements listed under Article 92 of Decree Law 10/2010, it can
result in procurement procedures being circumvented under the guise of being urgent or special
matters. The rationale for direct award contracts is provided at Appendix 4 to this document.

Recommendation
All direct award (including emergency cases) should be processed according to the Decree law and
Best Practice Guides, with adequate documentation being maintained as proof of the urgency or
special nature involved in procuring the item(s).

2.2.1.7 Tenders not published in accordance with Decree Law – Language promulgation
There were a number of tender documents observed in the course of the examination. The Decree
Law 10/2005 Section 2 Article 38 (and further explained in Best Practice Guide 3) requires that
tenders, both local and international, require publication in the media in English and either Tetum or
Portuguese. The following three tenders were published only in English:

Table 7. Tenders published only in English
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The failure to publish these tenders in the media has several consequences:
1. The action violates Decree law
2. The lack of dissemination will likely limit the field of potential bidders and opportunity
to gain value for money
3. There is potential for stakeholders to influence (in this case restrict) the field of
bidders by not adopting the correct publishing requirements.

Recommendation
The requirement for publication of tenders must be followed in accordance with Decree Law. The
Ministry should ensure that when a National Public Tender process is followed, publications in
nation-wide newspapers are either made in Portuguese or Tetum.

2.3 Other compliance issues
2.3.1.1 Internet Accessibility
The internet and intranet services for the National Parliament are slow and unreliable. As a
consequence most of the staff does not have access to the Government server during these periods
of poor service performance. This issue will affect access to the e-Portal system.
It was also noted that most senior officials utilise internet services provided by Timor Telecom that is
separate from the intranet service commented on above.

Recommendation
The Director General of State Finances is currently sponsoring a Management Information Strategy
(MIS) Report that comments extensively on this issue. For the purposes of this report the comments
above are for information only and more detailed commentary can be gained from the MIS Report.
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2.4 Organizational Architecture
2.4.1 Organizational structure
The organizational structure for DIPFA in the National Parliament is provided in the organizational
chart that follows:

Figure 2. Organizational chart for DIPFA in the National Parliament

The organizational chart establishes limits of authority and responsibility. Discussions with DIPFA
indicate that both Procurement and the Planning & Finance sections are involved in the procurement
process. At the minimum there is an expectation that a structure exists that reports to a single point
of responsibility and possesses a clear delineation of those responsibilities. While the issue of single
point responsibility (and corresponding accountability) rests with one person, the demarcation of
responsibility is less clear.

Recommendation
It is recommended that all matters pertaining to procurement be handled by the procurement
department. This will ensure greater accountability and the roles and responsibilities of those
involved can be structured to suit the discrete requirements of the Procurement Department.

2.4.2 Roles & responsibilities
There are no defined roles and responsibilities assigned in DIPFA in the National Parliament. At the
minimum the expectation would be that position descriptions exist for all positions in DIPFA
providing information including:






Brief description of role
Minimum competencies
Responsible manager
Qualifications required
Pay level

This provides a minimum level of information to manage personnel from a human resources
perspective. This assists in recruitment, succession planning and training of staff (note the
connection between structure and human resources issues in this case).
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This information also provides the basis for reconciling the roles and responsibilities of the
department with the objectives they are attempting to achieve. Observation of the structure and titles
indicates a degree of complexity in the procurement process that may not actually exist. Overall,
what function specific people perform and what outcomes are required is unclear.
The outcome of establishing adequate roles and responsibilities may be that the organizational
structure requires revising.

Recommendation
It is recommended that each position have a position description created for it. Furthermore, this
needs to be reconciled across the scheme of complement to ensure that the objectives of the
department are being met.

2.5 People Management
2.5.1 Staffing Levels
Examination of the documentation for the complete FY2010 in the National Parliament indicates that
there were 99 payments made to suppliers following the procurement processes stipulated in the
Decree Law and Best Practice Guides (this excludes 845 commitment only payments processed by
the Finance Officer) for the period. The details of this can be viewed in Table 6 attached to
paragraph 2.1.4.2.
Presently DIPFA has three staff with three additional staff providing support (per section 2.4.1 this
may need to be revised). Based on the current tempo of activity, the number of personnel appears to
be adequate for the level of activity experienced by DIPFA.

Recommendation
The levels of staffing appear adequate to the volume of transaction being processed in DIPFA.
There is potential for efficiency gains through the use of standard operating procedures are sufficient
to allow the existing staff to handle any increases in workload.

2.5.2 Aptitude & Skills
2.5.2.1 Existing Capability
The following are the qualifications and experience of the personnel in the Procurement Department
in National Parliament:

Table 8.National Parliament procurement staff particulars.

The qualifications and experience appear adequate for the tasks required in the Procurement
Department. A more suitable assessment would have been to compare the existing requirements
within each Position Description for each member of staff to the levels attained. However, no position
descriptions exist and this could not be performed.
However, there was no apparent succession planning in place.
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Recommendation
There is a need to have a succession plan in place which should include training needs (addressed
further below) and candidate selection.

2.5.2.2 Training
Discussions with the Procurement staff in the National Parliament indicate that members of the
procurement team were able to attend some of the Procurement Cycle 21 Day training at the
Ministry of Finance and their certificates of attendance at this training were sighted where indicated.
However, no staff had attended the E-procurement training being provided prior to the adoption of
this system. The details of attendance at training is as follows:

Table 9.National Parliament training attendance.

A notable feature of the training regime is the fact that no procurement staff attended the full training
course provided by the Ministry of Finance in the Procurement Cycle 21 Day course. This is likely to
detract from the training value as most of the participants miss elements of the course.
The institution of a formal training regime is essential to the effective operation of the procurement
system. Training is the linkage that aligns the people (both in terms of capability and motivation) to
the systems and organisational structure in operation. The issue appears to be the provision of job
specific training that meets the training needs of procurement staff in performing routine
procurement activities.

Recommendation
There is a need to provide more comprehensive training that supports the achievement of clear
objectives. Specifically, the training must support the routine activities of the procurement
department. Furthermore, there is a need to manage this so that the training development needs of
individual staff are monitored and the training required is delivered. To ensure that this occurs
adequate training support and accreditation should exist.
There are no recommendations or opinions provided on the adequacy of the training provided.
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Appendix 1: Budget & Actual Expenditure for FY 2010

Table Graph A1-1. National Parliament Budget & Actual Expenditure for FY 2010.
(Source: Democratic Republic of Timor Leste Annual Consolidated Financial Statement for the Fiscal Year
2010)
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Appendix 2: Major Suppliers
The following table represents the suppliers in US Dollar terms for the FY 2010:

Table & Graph A2-1. List of suppliers to the National Parliament in FY2010.

This represents the actual purchases for FY10 including the uncategorised commitment only payments.
Source: MoF Commitment & Obligation Report from MoF Accountability System.
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Total Supplies (including uncategorised “Commitment Only”):

Table & Graph A2-2. List of suppliers to National Parliament in FY2010.
This represents the actual purchases for FY10 including the uncategorised commitment only payments.

“Commitment Only” Supplies:

Table & Graph A2-3. Commitment only suppliers for FY2010.

Total Supplies by Category (including categorised “Commitment Only”:

Table & Graph A2-4. Total payments to suppliers and others for FY2010.
This represents the actual purchases for FY10 including the categorised commitment only payments (petty cash
has been included in Office Supplies).
Source: MoF FreeBalance Accountability System
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Appendix 3: Expenditure thresholds under Decree Law &
Best Practice

Competence to sign & approve Decree Law 1/2010 Article 15
<$1M USD
$1M - $3M USD
>$3M USD
Holders of organs of
The Prime Minister - The Council of
sovereignty
can delegate
Ministers
Ministers & Secretaries of State
All other public bodies subject
to Government Budget
Discipline
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Appendix 4: Direct Award Procurement Circumstances
Decree Law 10/2010 Article 92 prescribes the conditions under which procurement that requires at
least three quotes (or to be undertaken through the tender process) can be awarded directly to a
supplier (sole source). These conditions are as follows:
No

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

Reason for Sole Source
In cases of emergency following an unforeseen event that jeopardizes public health and
security
Where no bids exist, or where those existing do not comply with the criteria provided for in
the tender, or where the candidates do not comply with the requirements for participating in the
tender
Where no competition exists for technical reasons
Where the goods or services may only be supplied by a specific entity and no reasonable or
substitutive alternatives exist in the market
In case of additional supply of goods and services, or of goods the purpose of which is to
replace parts, to extend, or to proceed with services or goods for existing equipment,
software, services of facilities in which the substitution of the supplier would result in the
acquisition of goods and services that do not comply with the requirements of adaptability or
compatibility
Where the intention is to obtain a prototype for original service or good or for purposes of
limited experimentation, or that is created for a specific contract for research, experiment,
study or original creation
Where the intention is to protect patents, copyrights or other exclusive or intellectual
property rights
Where the intention is to acquire commodities or to make purchases under advantageous
conditions, including unsolicited innovative proposals
As a result of a drawing competition
For reasons of impracticability or inconvenience duly justified and documented.
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Appendix 5: Contract Review
STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE
NATIONAL PARLIAMENT CONTRACT No. RDTL – 1024
With Everson Network Supplier LDA.
for the Supply of Information Technology
Nature of
Issue

Explanation of Issue

Agreement

Incorrect
Information

The specific inclusions (the date, nature of supply)
are in Portuguese while the “Special Conditions of
Contract” state that the contract is in English.

Agreement

Incorrect
Information

The numbering is incorrect.

Clause 6.2 –
Delivery &
Documents

Inadequate
information

This clause, clause 13.3 and clause 14.1
(Liquidated Damages) refer to the application of
Liquidated Damages – none have been included.
This sub-clause should be removed.

Clause 17.2 –
Resolution of
Disputes

Incorrect
information

This sub-clause refers to the supplier’s recourse to
the law in the event of loss or injury as a result of the
purchaser’s breach of an obligation under the
contract. However, the clause cites that the supplier
may seek review under the applicable public
procurement law of the Democratic Republic of
Timor Leste.

Clause
number

It is believed that no remedies exist under this
regime for a supplier – normally this would form part
of the civil code and specifically fall under tort law.
Moreover, the dispute process has few steps prior
to proceeding to the courts for its resolution.
Special
Conditions of
Contract - 3

Inadequate
Information

Reference is made to a Government Authorised
Agency. There are two issues:
1. This is a defined term; and
2. The agency should be stated.

Special
Conditions of
Contract – 7.2

Missing
Information

No warranty period was provided.

Special
Conditions of
Contract –
13.2 & 13.3

Incorrect
Information

These two sections are exactly the same – one
should be removed.
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Appendix 6: Process followed to obtain the FY 2009
documentation
The following process was followed in order to try and obtain the 2009 documentation:


The documentation was requested from the appropriate ministry with sufficient lead time to
allow the relevant agencies time to prepare. The request extended across all relevant
documentation required for testing including the FY2009 documentation. However, no
ministries could provide DTT with the 2009 documentation as the procurement were done
centrally at Ministry of Finance (Central Procurement). This situation is considered
reasonable as procurement was centrally controlled prior to 26 February 2010 and the
promulgation of Decree Law 1/2010. However, what is problematic is that neither the
relevant Ministry (nor the Ministry of Finance) could access the relevant documents in a
timely fashion.



DTT was directed to the National Procurement Commission (NPC) presumably as they
represented a legacy component of the former Central Procurement. DTT specifically
spoke to Mr. Aniceto do Rosario and Hermingardo ‘Ardo’ A Soares at the National
Procurement Commission but they were unable to assist as the NPC was only established
on 27 April 2011 and the NPC’s charter is to assist in procurement over $1 000 000 normally
involving the procurement for the Infrastructure Fund.



The representatives at NPC directed DTT to speak to Central Procurement Department in
the Ministry of Finance. Specifically, DTT spoke with Luciano Henri Ques Andrade (Ms
Evangelina Gutteres was not available) who made it clear that the mandate of the
department was to provide procurement training and not procurement. DTT was directed to
Corporate Services in the Ministry of Finance for further investigation.



DTT then spoke to Ms Santina (DG) at Corporate Services where it was made clear that
they only procure for the Ministry of Finance and no central procurement was done at
Corporate Services on behalf of any line ministries. It was then noted that the documents
could be obtained from the former Head of Central procurement, Mr Manuel Montiero.



DTT then spoke to Mr. Manuel Montiero the current National Director of Autonomous Public
Authority. He said that he could only provide us with documents for after June 2009. We
requested all the relevant 2009 documents but only received a few document batches from
him. These batches were found to be incomplete. .



DTT did not go further in trying to get the 2009 documentation as Central procurement no
longer exists and there was no concern or responsibility taken for whereabouts of this
documentation. The outcome was DTT making the observation in this procurement report
that documents for 2009 could not be provided by the ministry.
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